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What we do for you
• Instruction
• Institutional Repository
• Digital Humanities
• Special Collections

Visit www.lib.ua.edu to learn more.

Faculty Guides

Information for Faculty

Guide for New Faculty

Library Instruction

• Locate your liaison in the Libraries Staff Directory

Faculty Librarians offer:
• Course specific instruction
• Research assistance
• Research Guides geared to disciplines and courses
• Embed a librarian in your Blackboard Learn site

Services and Digital Services

Data management

Alabama Digital Humanities Center

ORCID

Sanford Media Center

3D printing

InterLibrary Loan – 24 hour or less turn around for most journal articles

Support for Distance Education

Collections

Search Scout for resources and information about the Libraries

Digital and print resources in all disciplines

Association of Research Libraries Member

Over 4 million volumes and over 400 databases

Journals are digital

Large collection of e-books, currently 1.4 million titles

Partner in the HathiTrust and the Center for Research Libraries

70,000 streaming video resources available

Librarians can assist with linking resources in Blackboard Learn

Data management

Alabama Digital Humanities Center

ORCID

Sanford Media Center

3D printing

InterLibrary Loan – 24 hour or less turn around for most journal articles

Support for Distance Education

Data management

Alabama Digital Humanities Center

ORCID

Sanford Media Center

3D printing

InterLibrary Loan – 24 hour or less turn around for most journal articles

Support for Distance Education
Special Collections

W.S. Hoole and A.S. Williams Collections

Manuscripts, rare books, historic maps, and photographs about the American South, African American History, Native American History, immigration to the South, and Alabama History

W.S. Hoole Library is located in Mary Harmon Bryant Hall

A.S. Williams Collection is located in Gorgas Library